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We have studied the prewetting dynamics of H2 on rough Cs substrates obtained by low temperature

deposition. The boundary between the thin and the thick van der Waals film is strongly pinned and

distorted by the defects of the substrate. Comparing prewetting and wetting dynamics allows us to show

that the dynamics and the geometry of the thin-thick boundary cannot be accounted for in a simple 1D

model. The finite width of the boundary makes its behavior similar in many aspects to the one of a contact

line.
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For a system of two fluid phases at equilibrium, the
wetting transition on a surface is usually first order [1].
In this case, the wetting transition extends off coexistence
to what is called the prewetting transition [1,2]. In the
simple case of a liquid-vapor phase equilibrium in the
presence of a surface, the coverage changes at the prewet-
ting transition from a thin film to a thick but finite film,
which correspond to the wetted state at coexistence.

In principle, the transition between a thin and a thick
film state occurs at a prewetting line in the T ��� plane.
However, many experiments have shown that the transition
is hysteretic [3–5]. As for any first order transition, this
hysteresis could be due to a nucleation energy barrier [1].
In the case of solid substrate, another origin for this hys-
teresis can be the pinning of the edge of the thick film on
defects of the substrate [6,7]. The first direct evidence for
this mechanism has been provided by Dupont-Roc and co-
workers for the helium or cesium system [8]. Yet, experi-
mental data on the dynamics of the film edge are very
limited.

A better understanding of the film edge dynamics would
be useful for the interpretation of the existing data on the
prewetting transition of cryogenic fluids on alkali. More
generally, the film edge on a disordered substrate is an
example of an elastic line in a random potential energy
landscape, a problem to which much theoretical work has
been devoted in the last decade (see [9,10] and ref. therein).
The dynamics of the film edge off coexistence is closely
related to the dynamics of the meniscus edge—or contact
line—at coexistence: in both cases, the hysteresis is due to
the pinning of an elastic line by the substrate heterogene-
ities. However, one expects the elastic restoring force to be
very different: a film edge is a true line characterized by a
line tension while the contact line stiffness stems from the
liquid-vapor surface tension, which leads to nonlocal elas-
ticity [11].

In this Letter, we demonstrate that using liquid H2

allows us to study both the film edge and the contact line
on the same disordered substrate. The difference in elas-
ticity makes the geometry of the boundary quite different
for the two systems, although the structure of the film edge
makes this difference more subtle that previously thought.
Experimental system and setup.—The wetting transition

of H2 on Cs is well documented [12,13]. H2 was chosen
rather than Helium-4 because its optical index (n� 1 ’
0:12) is higher than that of He (n� 1 ’ 0:026). Thus, the
film edge can be imaged directly, and the film thickness can
be measured without using complex methods such as
surface plasmon resonance [14], Nomarski microscopy
[15], or ellipsometry [16]. Cesium is deposited at low
temperature as described in Ref. [17] (100 Cs atomic layers
annealed at 150 K), which yields rough substrates with a
lateral length scale of roughness of the order of 10 nm [17–
19].
Cs is deposited on a silicon wafer which can be dipped

into or out of the H2 bath [17]. The Cs-plated wafer is
illuminated at normal incidence by a monochromatic
source (633 nm). An image of the receding meniscus at
18 K is shown in Fig. 1. The contact angle � is inferred
from the measurement of the capillary rise h with respect
to the asymptotic level of the H2 bath. Varying the plate
velocity allows us to obtain � as a function of the velocity
V of the contact line with respect to the substrate [17]. The
wetting hysteresisHcl is then defined as:Hcl � �ðcos�r0 �
cos�a0Þ, where � is the liquid-vapor surface tension and
�a0 (resp. �r0) is the advancing (resp. receding) contact
angle measured at a small velocity chosen arbitrarily to be
3 �m=s. As in previous experiments, Hcl is about 0:1�.
When the receding contact angle �r0 is smaller than 10�

(T * 18 K), a film is left on the plate when it is pulled out
of the bath. The film thins within a few minutes due to both
evaporation and draining until it reaches a state where the
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thickness e is constant. As shown in Fig. 1, this thick film
appears slightly darker than the ‘‘dry’’ substrate which is
actually covered by a submonolayer thin film. The contrast
is due to the interference between the light reflected at the
liquid-vapor interface and the light reflected at the liquid-
Cs interface. Knowing the optical index of H2 [20], e can
be measured from the contrast. We find e ¼ 50� 20 nm.
We cannot detect any variation of e as a function of the
height zwith respect to the liquid bath level, at least for z in
the range 2–10 mm. Furthermore, e does not depend on the
temperature in the range 18–20 K.

ForH2 on Cs, the equilibrium film thickness is set by the
competition between gravity and van der Waals forces:

e ¼ ð�C3=mgzÞ1=3, with �C3 � CCs
3 � CH2

3 , m the mass

of a H2 molecule, and g the gravitational acceleration. The
C3’s are the coefficients of the van der Waals potentials
between an H2 molecule and a semi-infinite slab of Cs or

bulk H2. With �C3 ¼ 2400 K� �A3 [12,21] and z ¼ 5 mm,
one finds e ¼ 59 nm in agreement with the experimental

value. The fact that we do not observe the z�1=3 depen-
dence could be due to the limited range in z and to the poor
accuracy on e. Correcting vdW potential for retardation
effects, as proposed by Cheng and Cole [22], leads to e ¼
49 nm for z ¼ 5 mm in even better agreement with the
measured value.

Behavior of the contact line.—We first measured the
dynamics of the contact line (CL), that is, the dependence
of the velocity V as a function of the applied force fCL
which is here the unbalanced Young force: fCL ¼
�ðcos�� cos�eqÞ where �eq is the equilibrium contact

angle [17]. As in previous experiments [17], V varies
exponentially with fCL. Assuming that the dynamics is
thermally activated, we have fitted the advancing and
receding branches by simple Arrhenius laws characterized
by activation lengths �a and �r and activation energies E�

a

and E�
r . We find that the activation lengths are about 20 nm,

and that the typical activation energy �� � E�
a=�

2
a þ

E�
r=�

2
r is of the order of the hysteresis HCL. The numerical

values (Table I) are close to the ones previously published
and show that the size of activated jumps is of order of the
topological defects of the substrate. This is a situation of
strong pinning in the sense that individual defects are
strong enough to pin the CL.
As seen in Fig. 1, the disorder does not cause any visible

distortion of the CL. The amplitude w of the CL fluctua-
tions is expected to scale with the length L of the CL as
w=�� ðL=�Þ0:5, where � is the correlation length of the
disorder [9]. With � ’ 20 nm and L ’ 2 mm, one finds
w ’ 6 �m, of the order of the optical resolution.
Behavior of the edge of the vdW film.—The thin and the

thick films are in equilibrium on the prewetting line, where
the spreading coefficient Sð��; TÞ ¼ 0. Most observations
are done for a film edge at roughly z ¼ 5 mm above bulk
liquid level, that is, at a fixed departure from liquid-vapor
equilibrium �� ¼ mgz. Thus, one controls S, and hence
the departure from the prewetting line, mainly by changing
the temperature. An experimental run consists in coating
half of the plate by a thick film and monitoring the film
edge (FE) at constant or slowly varying T.
We find that the film edge does not move for 18 & T &

20 K. When the temperature is lower than about 18 K, the
substrate dries through the receding of the FE. The reced-
ing edge is strongly distorted and moves discontinuously
through successive jumps; a sequence is shown in Fig. 2.
The FE displays overhangs; islands can also be observed,
but they evaporate soon after they become disconnected
from the main film. Note that dewetting occurs first at the
right edge of the plate rather than at the top, as one may
have expected. We think that the Cs deposition and anneal-
ing is not quite uniform, which causes large-scale varia-
tions of the spreading coefficient S. These variations are
more important than the effect of gravity and may partly
explain why no z dependence of the film thickness is
observed. As the shape of the FE is qualitatively the
same for the edge receding downwards or upwards [early
stage in Fig. 2], draining is presumably not relevant, and
the liquid removal is mainly due to evaporation.
The distortions of the edge are orders of magnitude

larger than that of the CL. The distortions result from the
balance between the pinning forces and the elastic restor-
ing force of the boundary. In both situations, the disorder
arises from the substrate roughness. To first approximation,
the local slope of the substrate is equivalent to a local
change in the spreading coefficient S around the mean
value �S [11]. If the hillocks of the Cs surface are small
crystals, then the different sides of the hillocks have differ-

TABLE I. Wetting properties of the Cesium substrate.

T

(K)

�a0
(degrees)

�r0
(degrees) Hcl=�

�a

(nm)

�r

(nm) ��=�

15 45� 2 32:5� 2 0.135 20 18 0.071

18 29:5� 2 8� 2 0.120 19 18 0.065

20 8� 2 0 � � � � � � � � � � � �

FIG. 1. The plate has been dipped in and out of the bath. Left:
T ¼ 18:000 K. The meniscus recedes with a finite contact angle
�r. Right: T ¼ 18:103 K. A metastable film remains. (image
width: 2 mm).
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ent crystalline orientation and hence different S [23].
Whatever the exact mechanism, the amplitude of the dis-
order is similar in both cases and can be characterized by

�S defined by (�2S ¼ ðS� �SÞ2). Thus, the main differ-
ence between the two boundaries arises from the difference
in the elastic restoring force: it is long-ranged for the CL
while it is short-ranged for the FE characterized by a line
tension �, or energy per unit length.

The prewetting situation has been mapped into a
Random Field Ising Model (RFIM): the local thin or thick
films represent the two spin states, the random part Sð ~rÞ �
�S of the spreading coefficient acts as a random field, and
the line tension is associated with the ferromagnetic cou-
pling [7]. For RFIM, one expects that the domains are
compact on a scale smaller than the persistence length lc
(elastic forces win at small scale), and that the boundary is
more fractal at larger length scale (disorder wins at large
scale). More precisely, one expects that lc=��
expð�=��SÞ2. For our system, lc can be roughly estimated
from the typical width of the fingers of the film edge,
yielding lc of the order of 10 �m as found in Ref. [8].
Here, we cannot analyze more accurately the shape of the
FE because the thick film domain is compact at large scale.
We think that this is due to the large scale variation of �S
which acts as a stabilizing external field gradient and kills
the large fluctuations of the boundary. Whatever the
exact value of lc, the important point is that it is much
larger than the disorder length scale �: the disorder is weak
(or ��S < �).

When the temperature is increased from 20 up to 20.3 K,
the dry part of the substrate is progressively covered by the
thick film. However, no motion of the FE is detected: the
liquid coverage increases continuously with T from almost
zero up to 50 nm. A similar behavior has been observed for
the He=Cs system with strongly disordered Cs substrate
[24]. As any coverage intermediate between the thin and
the thick vdW film is unstable, it is likely that the thick film
is actually lacunary at a length scale smaller than the
optical resolution (here 5 �m). The increase of the mean
coverage could be due to the condensation of small drop-

lets or the advancing of ‘‘fingers’’ whose width is smaller
than the resolution. This is surprising in view of Fig. 2,
where the thick film domain is very compact. The asym-
metry between advancing and receding is also surprising in
view of a previous experiment on the He=Cs system where
the receding and advancing front displayed similar geome-
tries [8].
Dynamics of the edge of the vdW film.—As stressed

above, the motion of the film edge can only be detected
in the drying case. We monitor the receding FE at constant
T. The velocity V of the film edge is defined as V ¼ _A=L
where _A is the area swept per unit time by a line of length
L ’ 5 mm. To avoid the effects of large-scale heterogene-
ities, V is measured on the same region of the substrate in
all runs. This also ensures that �� ¼ mgz is constant. As
shown in Fig. 3, we find that V varies strongly with the
temperature around 18 K: it increases by 3 orders of
magnitude when T decreases by less than 0.1 K.
The relevant parameter is the force acting on the FE

rather than T. In the case of the FE, the force per unit length
ffe is the mean value of SðT;��Þ. As the FE is pinned in a
large temperature range, we cannot determine the true
equilibrium temperature so that the applied force is known
only within a constant.
Off liquid-vapor coexistence, SðT;��Þ ¼ �SV � �SL �

�� �Sfilm, where �SV and �SL are the surface tensions of
the solid-vapor and solid-liquid interfaces and �Sfilm is the

film contribution. �Sfilm ¼ ð3=2Þ�C3ð	L � 	VÞ��2=3

where 	L and 	V are the liquid and vapor densities.
Here, �� is sufficiently small such that �Sfilm is negli-

gible compared to the temperature variation of SðT; 0Þ ¼
�SV � �SL � � ¼ �ðcos�eq � 1Þ. With the usual assump-

tion �a ’ �eq [12,13], one finds that S varies roughly

linearly with T. Then the relation between the applied
force and T is simply: dffe=dT ’ 0:13 mN �m�1 K�1

[25].
Thus, the 2 K hysteresis in T corresponds to a hystere-

sis in force Hfe ’ 0:26 mN=m or Hfe ’ Hcl. For the re-
ceding edge, the shape of VðSÞ is the same as the one of
VðTÞ. From the semilog plot of Fig. 3, it can be seen that V
varies roughly like expjSj. The simplest interpretation
is that the motion of the film edge obeys an Arrhenius’
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FIG. 3. Mean velocity of the film edge as a function of the
temperature.

FIG. 2. Successive images of the receding film at T ¼
18:155 K. (a) early stage: dewetting occurs at the right of the
plate and the dry (bright) area extends first towards the center.
(b), (c), (d) Enlarged images of the rectangle in (a) at later times:
the dry area widens (time interval: 500 s).
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law: V / expð�2
fe
jSj

2kBT
Þ. One finds that the activation length �fe

is about 17 nm, very close to the values of the activation
lengths obtained for the CL. This strongly supports the idea
that the same disorder is responsible for the pinning of both
the film edge and the contact line, and that the dynamics of
both boundaries are controlled by thermal depinning at the
scale of a single defect.

This simple interpretation is contradictory with a pre-
vious analysis of experiments on He=Cs systems [8,26]
which have been analyzed in term of creep motion, in close
analogy with the dynamics of magnetic systems [27]. In
that case, V scales like exp½ðSC=SÞ�� because energy bar-
riers for depinning diverge for vanishing driving force S.
Hence, a true creep regime can only be observed for forces
S small compared to the depinning threshold SC. This is not
the case in the He=Cs system. We think that experimental
data are consistent with our interpretation: Fig. 3 in Ref. [8]
exhibits the same exponential behavior as we observed.

A closer look at Fig. 3 shows that logV varies more
slowly than jSj, so one may wonder whether a more
accurate fit of the data can be obtained by going beyond
a simple Arrhenius law. Taking into account the distribu-
tion of pinning defects leads to an algebraic temperature
dependence in the prefactor of the exponential [28], but the
temperature range here is too small for such an effect to be
important. Rather, we think that the FE motion is limited
by the removing of the liquid. At high velocity (V >
1 �m=s), a rim is visible at the film edge indicating that
evaporation is not fast enough to remove the liquid.

Discussion.—Even if we cannot account quantitatively
for the departure from a true exponential behavior, it is
very likely that the dynamics of the FE is thermally acti-
vated and that the size of the elementary depinning events
is in the 10 nm range. As in the case of the CL, this
corresponds to a strong pinning situation. This is contra-
dictory with the large value of the persistence length which
seems to correspond to a weak pinning situation.

We propose the following explanation: the RFIM ap-
proach is not relevant at small length scales because the FE
is not a true 1D system. For a vdW film of thickness e, the
lateral extension of a disturbance in the film thickness, or
‘‘healing’’ length � is given by the balance between sur-

face tension and vdW forces:� ’ ½�=ðv�C3Þ�1=2e2, where
v is the molecular volume [29]. One expects that the width
of the FE is of order �. For H2=Cs, one finds � ’ 3 �m,
much larger than the size � of the defects. Only for length
scales larger than� can the FE be considered as a true line,
in which case the RFIM description is valid. So the persis-
tence length is set by the structure of the FE rather than by
the balance between elastic and pinning forces. For length
scales smaller than �, the film edge is similar to a menis-
cus. This is consistent with defects pinning both the CL and
the film edge in the same way.

We still have to explain the behavior of the advancing
film. We have argued that advancing is likely to occur in
qualitatively the same way as the receding, but with a

persistence length notably smaller. At the moment, we
have no precise picture of the shape and behavior of the
film edge between or above the hillocks of the substrate at
the nm scale. We still have to understand how this behavior
is changed between 18 and 20 K. Further experiments at
various desaturation�� would be helpful as changing ��
allows us to vary two key parameters, the healing length
and the line tension, at constant temperature.
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